
Affordable - a fraction of the price of current PDR sets.
Easy to master – training DVD included. Stainless steel
solid rod construction with EDM lockable swivel tips.
A breakthrough in PDR technology. Thirteen
interchangeable stainless and plastic tips - swivel head
action. Replaces hundred plus obsolete PDR tools.
Magnetic reflector board included. Add PDR profit
center to any automotive repair center. You don’t have
to be an auto body man to do PDR.

US Patent No. 6,543,270.
See it work on

our web site.

LT820 Paintless Dent Remover System

interchangeable
swivel tips
up close

The LT-900 Magnetic Spray Gun Holder will hold any cup or gravity fed spray gun without
creating holes in your spray booth. The tubular design mounts to any flat steel surface with a
160 lb. magnetic force. The LT-900 is totally portable - hang it anywhere, move it any time
and keep your spray booth brand new and hole free. Not just for spray booths. The LT- 900 is
an all purpose magnetic holder for use on your tool box or anywhere else in the shop.

LT-900 Magnetic Spray Gun Holder
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LT825D Roller Rod Paintless Dent
Removal Kit

The LT825D is the leader in roller rod paintless dent
removal technology. Finally a PDR kit made easy for you
to master. Includes seven interchangeable tips and five
stainless steel rods for over 35 rod & tip combinations.
Includes a get started training DVD. All 13 pieces fit in a
durable custom blow molded black carrying case. This
kit will make a new PDR profit center for any auto tech.

The LT790 is designed to fit securely on most pry bars. Use to roll out high
spots, creases and crowns around dents. Accurately roll and massage out dents
and distortions without leaving tool marks. Excellent for use with today’s thin
alloy metal. Great for applying tape seam sealer. Repair bumpers, glue
upholstery and patch tires.
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LT820 KIT HAS BEEN DISCONTINUED.
ONLY INDIVIDUAL PARTS ARE AVAILABLE.

LT820-10 NOT AVAILABLE.

LT-250 Wet Sanding Block System

The LT-250 eliminates water buckets and hoses when wet sanding vehicles at your
body shop. Utilizes 25 feet of plastic hose and has its own water regulator valve to
control water flow. Fast, easy clean-up reduces mess on or around the vehicle. Hooks
up to any standard water faucet or spigot.

See it work on YouTube


